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     Suing a judge civilly is one of the legal devices in 

which the harmed by the judgs deed can institute civil 

proceeding against the later asking compensation towards 

the damage caused by the concerned deeds of the judge 

and his invalidate work , whether this action was a rule ,  

adisposal , or procedure further mare that such a judge 

practice resulted from his grave mistake , cheating , deceit 

, treachery , denial of justice , or any other thing stipulated 

by law and such work causesa damage to the plaintiff. 

     The lawsuit filed by the plaintiff is called : 

                   "Quarrelling ( Suing ) Of Judges" . 

     Such a lawsuit is not newly established . It was enacted by 

Islamic , Romanian , Greek legislation , and Hamourabi  rules.  

     Suing judges varies from systems to respond , resign , 

invalidity of the judge , and varies from criminal and 

disciplinary suitcases. 

     Accordingly , laws that  organize these suitcases donot 

involve all types or categories of judges . they involves only 

appointed judges of certain ordinary courts such as , military , 

police , intelligence , constitutional , administrative , and any 



like judge courts , in which such later judges are treated against 

law as any citizen . 

More ouer , the law organizing the proceedings of suing judges 

has limited the reasons of quarrelling, which are : grave 

mistakes , fraud , treachery , bribery , denial of justice , and any 

other reason sited by such law . 

    The legislator in some states established a special court to 

proceed such cases ( i.e. : Appeal and Supreme court in , Egypt 

as the case may be , The Common Supreme court in Lebanon ) , 

and the appeal court in France where the sued judge belongs . 

    The rules of proof in suing judges law are similar to the 

common rules of proof in any other law , except certain limited 

exceptions where the suing judges law refers to . The most 

important is the availability of one of the cases adversarial 

stipulated by law , the existence of damage occurred to plaintiff, 

exhausting all ways of appeal , and finally the aim of suing is 

only abolition of judge rule and ask for compensation and not 

the defame of judge . 

      Some states stipulate in this law a clause of paing secure 

before suit filing , a prior permission for quarrelling , or raising 

the suit in the specified time  ,and forwarding a summons for the 

quarreled judge in case of justice denying . 

     More over , joining what has already been filed , adversarial 

is considered contrary to the usual form in other civil 

proceedings, where hearing of the case is to be conducted on 

two stages: 

             A- Formal acceptance phase , and 

             B- Separation in the subject . 

    Obviously , if the court finds that the lawsuit adversarial is 

not fulfilling the formal requirement or devoid of seriousity , it 

decides the response and the confiscation of insurance and 

imposes a fine on the plaintiff . In contrary when it meets the 

formality conditions , it decides the acceptance formally and go 

hearing the subject . 

    If the court founds that the case is false in subject , it decides 

the response , the confiscate of insurance , and inflict plaintiff 



fees expenses and attorneys fees and fines him certain ammount 

. 

  Sometimes ,the court might rule pay confiscation to the 

quarreled judge if the later interfered in the case and  coues  

aharm . 

       In case the case is not separated , it is it be transferred to 

another  judge . The same procedure to be followed if the judge 

announces adversarial proceedings or in case of denial of justice 

. 

      It should be noted that the lawsuit adversarial may be filed 

against one or more judges or the hole judicial body as is the 

justice in Egypt and France . However , in Lebanon the 

quarreled is the Lebanese state , In France the quarreled is  the 

French state if the judge error constitutes a serious mistake or a  

denial of justice . 

        In Jordan , the legislator has not regulated the provisions of 

adversarial proceeding in separate texts . It was left to the 

general rules which mange it , Such scattered rules are not 

enough and are not a substitute for an independent organization .  

      The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the extent of 

quarreling judge civilly for damage resulting form his work in 

order to conduct a special law draft in Jordan for quarreling 

civilian judges for such damage , taking in consideration the 

experiences existed in France , Egypt , and Lebanon . 

     The importance of this study is that it addresses a subject was 

not enough enriched to the extent commensurate with special 

importance to it to clarify and organize the main points of 

quarreling judges as a reprehensible and maller in disapproved 

jurisprudence and the Jordanian judiciary . The study strives to 

find solutions help removing the behaved system adversarial of 

failure or lack of ambiguity . Finally , the study be only a mere 

explanation of legal texts or displaying some theories or 

opinions or a handful of judgments. It is an subjective analytical 

theatrical study aims providing a vision for future legislation . 

    This study is divided into five chapters and extension . 

    The first chapter , includes an introduction to the study thus 

the cradle of the researcher to proceed to the study , and review 



of the  problem and its components and previous studies related 

to . 

    The second chapter , is concerned with displaying the 

adversarial proceeding in terms of its historical development , 

definition , and distinguish it from similar systems , and expose 

its legal nature .  

     The third chapter , discuss the scope of adversarial 

proceeding , personal , subjective, means of proof , and 

specialization . 

 

 

 

     The fowth  chapter , is a submission for the adversarial 

proceeding , in terms of procedures raise the lawsuit , and 

conditions of acceptance , consideration , and judge . 

      The fifth chapter , is devoted by researcher to expose the 

most important findings . 

     The Annex has included a reason of quarreling judges civilly 

for  complement of interest . 


